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Forum where contracts are traded on future outcomes.
Contracts pay contingent on the outcome.
Trading price of contracts reflects combined knowledge 
and experience of participants.
Trading price is an estimator of the probability.
Can predict outcomes of elections, sporting events, and 
foreign affairs.
Were demonstrated to be more accurate than polling or 
individual experts.

Trading prices of contracts on democratic nominees for the 
2008 presidential election.

Reinterpret events as instances, future outcomes as 
instance labels, and participants as classifiers, 
regressors

 

or densities.
For each instance, classifiers “purchase”

 

contracts 
for each possible label.
The trading price is a probability estimate for the 
instance.

Each participant is allotted a budget.
Each participant bids for contracts and are 
rewarded based on correct

 

prediction.
Budgets describe the prediction accuracy of each 
participant.
The goal is to learn the budget configuration that 
improves the market’s prediction accuracy.

Three examples of betting functions: Constant, 
Linear, and Aggressive from left to right respectively.
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Real data sets are from UCI repository. There are 30 total.
Participants are random tree branches from a random 
forest.

The prediction market and random forest were trained and tested on 100 random samples with 90% of each 
data set used for training and 10% used for testing. Satimage

 

(2000), zipcode

 

(2007), and hill-valley (606) 
provide test sets.  The table provides the misclassification rates for Breiman’s

 

Adaboost

 

(ADB), Breiman’s

 

Random Forest (RFB), our Random Forest (RF), Constant Betting (CB), Linear Betting (LB), and Aggressive 
Betting (AB).
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Equilibrium

Loss Function

Events

 

are instances, and the outcomes

 

are real numbers
Like classification, but with uncountably

 

many labels
Participants are conditional densities h(y|x)
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Linear incremental
Aggressive incremental
Constant incremental
Constant batch
Random Forest
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Linear incremental
Aggressive inc.
Constant inc.
Constant batch
Random Forest
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 Linear incremental
Constant inc.,eta=10/N
Constant batch,eta=10
Aggressive inc.
Constant incremental
Constant batch
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Overview OverviewOverview
Events

 

are instances x, and the outcomes

 

are discrete 
labels y 2

 

{ 1,2, …

 

K}.
Participants are betting functions

 

k(x,c) and allot a 
proportion of the budget to bid on label k.

Update Rule

Loss Function

Equilibrium price conserves the budget sum for each update
Estimates the true conditional mass p(y|x)

Sequential update for each instance x

 

and label y.

The update rule maximizes the average log likelihood
Minimizes an approximation of the expected KL divergence

Equilibrium price conserves the budget sum for each update
Estimates the true conditional density p(y|x)

Sequential update for each instance x

 

and label y.

The update rule maximizes the average log likelihood
Minimizes an approximation of the expected KL divergence

Not intuitively a prediction market
Based on regression market
Participants are densities h(x)

Equilibrium price conserves the budget sum for each update
Estimates the true density p(x)

Sequential update for each instance x

The update rule maximizes the average log likelihood
Minimizes an approximation of the KL divergence

The prediction market and random forest were trained and tested on 100 random samples with 90% of each 
data set used for training and 10% used for testing. Pole (9999)

 

and pumadyn-32nm (4498) provide test 
sets. The table provides RMSD errors of Breiman’s

 

regression forest (RFB), Our implementation of 
regression forest (RF), and constant Regression Market (CT). Bold/italic mean significantly better/worse 
than corresponding RF test errors. Dots/daggers mean significantly better/worse than RFB test errors. 

Real data sets are from UCI and LIACC repository. There 
are 24 total.
Participants are regression tree branches from a regression 
forest.

(Top) Density Market evolution with 100 Gaussians with the 10 true Gaussians fitting a mixture of 10 
Gaussians. 
(Bottom) Density Market evolution with 100 randomized Gaussians fitting a mixture of 10 Gaussians.

Left to right: The circle data with corresponding inferred EM Gaussian means, an intensity plot of the 
trained Density Market viewed from above, and a 3D view of the trained Density Market.

(Top) Training error, test error, and negative log likelihood for the cpu-performance data set.
(Bottom) Training error, test error, and negative log likelihood

 

for the californiahousing

 

data set.

Example evaluation on satimage. Left to right: Training error vs. number of training epochs, test error vs

 

number of training epochs and negative log-likelihood function vs. number of training epochs.
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